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Abstract 
Rational functions orthogonal on the unit circle with prescribed poles lying outside the unit circle are studied. We 
study the asymptotic behaviors for the orthogonal rational functions outside of the unit circle. 
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1. Introduction and main theorem 
Let d# be a finite positive Borel measure with an infinite set as its support on [0, 2n). We define 
L]. to be the space of all functions f(z) on the unit circle T := {z ~ C:lz l  = 1} satisfying 
~o 2= If(ei°)12 du(0) < ~.  Then L] .  is a Hi lbert space with inner product  
( f ,  g)  := ~ f(ei°)g(e ~°) d/~(O). 
Consider a sequence X = {z.} with n e N and I z. t < 1, and let 
z .  - z I z . I  n = 1, 
b.(z)  : -  z--2 ' " '  
where for z, = 0 we put I z, I/z, = -1 .  Next we define finite Blaschke products recursively as 
Bo(z) = 1 and Bk(Z) = Bk-x(Z)bk(Z), k = 1,... 
The fundamental  polynomials  WR(Z) are given by 
k 
Wo(Z):= l and Wk(Z):= I ]  (1--2iZ), k= l,. . .  
i=1 
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The space of rational functions of our interest is defined as 
p(z) " P ~ } ~":=[w-~"  ~, ,  n=0,1  .... 
It is easy to verify that {Bk}l=o forms a basis of ~,,  i.e., ~ = span{Bk(Z), k = 0, ..., n}. Finally, for 
any r e ~, ,  we define r*(z):= B,(z) r(1/i). Then it is easy to see that Ir*(z) l = I r(z) l for h zl = 1 and 
r*(z) E Yl,. For each n, we now define the rational version of Szeg6 polynomials, orthonormal 
rational functions, ~b,(z), for n = 0, 1, 2,. . . ,  
and 
4~, e ~, ,  ¢*(0) > 0, 
(dpn, Bk)=O, k=O . . . . .  n - - l ,  
<4~,, ~b,> = 1. 
The orthogonal rational functions are of constant interest o both mathematicians and physi- 
cists. It was Djrbashian who considered the theory of orthogonal rational functions from a purely 
mathematical point of view. The significance relations between orthogonal rational functions and 
Hankel and Toeplitz operators, continued fractions, moment problem, Carath6odory-Fejer inter- 
polation, Schur's algorithm and function algebras, and solving electrical engineering problems 
were found by Bultheel, Dewilde, Dym, Gonz~dez-Vera, Hendriksen and Njgtstad in 1980's. The 
Szeg6 theory for orthogonal rational functions has been studied by Bultheel, Gonzfilez-Vera, 
Hendriksen, Li, Njglstad, and Pan recently (cf. 8-10, 1, 14-17]). 
Let d/~(0) = #'(0)dO + d#s(0) be the Lebesgue decomposition of d# with respect o dO. For the 
orthogonal rational functions, we proved the following theorem which is similar to the asymptotic 
behavior of Szeg6 polynomials inside the unit circle. Set q~,(z):= O,(z)/c~*(O). 
Theorem A (Pan [17]). Iflz.I ~ r < 1, n = 1, 2, ..., then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) lim,-~oo 27=0 [q~i(0)[ a < oo, 
(ii) ~2~ log #' (0) d0 > - oo (the Szegb condition), 
(iii) 
lim 4~*(z)  (1 - 5 . z )  _ 1 
, -~  x/1 _ [z,[ 2 S(z) 
locally uniformly in z ~ D, where D := {z: ]zl < 1} and 
c  o,0 +Zlo ..,0,d0} S(z) = exp Jo e i °~ 
We define the kernel function 
k,(z,w):= ~ c~j(z)#pj(w) and 
j=O 
kn(z) : = kn(z, 0). 
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Theorem B (Pan [17]). I f  l im.~ ~ Z~'= 1(1 - I zi[) = ~,  then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) lim.~o~ Zn=ol( J~i (O)]  2 < 00, 
(ii) j'o2=logp'(O)dO > - oo (the Szegb condition), 
(iii) 
1 
lim k , (z ) -  
.~  ~ S(z )  
locally uniformly in z ~ D. 
We also studied the asymptotic behavior on the unit circle. 
Theorem C (Pan [17]). Assume that l im,_~ ETn=1(1 --IZm[) = + ~:~ and 
n 
lim ~ [4,,.(0)] < + oo; 
t l  ~ cx.~ m=l  
then S(O) > 0 (the Szegb condition) and {k,(z)} converges uniformly on D w T. 
Theorem D (Pan [17]). Assume that [z,[ ~< r < 1, n = 1, 2, ..., and 
lim ~ 14~m(0)l < + ~;  
n~°C m = 1 
then {~b*(z)(1 - i , z ) /w /1  - [ z .  I 2 } converges uniformly on D w T. 
In this paper, we will consider the asymptotic behavior of q~.(z) and k.(z) outside of the unit 
circle. 
We call X to be uniformly distributed with respect o ~O(z) if the relation 
lim ]Bn(z)[ 1In ----- IV (z ) [  # constant 
n-~oc  
holds uniformly for z on an arbitrary closed subset of some region V where V contains [z [ ~< 1 in its 
interior but contains, in its interior, no limit point of the set X. For T > 1, denote 
RT:= {zlr0(z)l < T}. 
It is easy to see that Du T c RT if T > 1. One can see that if T < ~ then {1/i,} qkRT. Thus, there 
is anr<l  such that [z , l~r<l ,n=l ,2 , . . .  
Let 
sup max Ik.lz l < o0}, 
I~(z)l = T 
7'2:= max{T:  S-l(z) is analytic for z s Rr}, 
T3 := lira sup 14'. (0)11/., 
n ---~ oo 
max b ,~,¢z>,=r[ ,,/1 - I zn l  2 < 
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Theorem 1. Let X be uniformly distributed with respect o ~(z). Assume min { T1, T2, T4, l /T3 } > 1; 
then 
1 
T1 = T2 = T4 =- -  
T3" 
2. Proofs 
We introduce some lemmas for proving the theorem. The following 1emma is the relation 
between the kernel function and ~b,(z). 
Lemma 2 (Bultheel et al. [1]). For n = 1, 2,.. .  , we have 
k. (0)(1 - ~, z) ~b * (z) = ~b* (0) k. (z) - i .  z ~b, (0) k* (z). 
Lemma 3 (Walsh [18, p. 241]). Suppose that f(z)  is analytic interior to RT but has a singularity on 
I (z)l - -  T > 1; then 
z z (z l  - z) 
f(z) = ao + al 1 -- ~1-----~ + a2 (1 - flz)(1 -- f2z) + "'" 
holds uniformly on any closed subset interior to RT and 
1 
lim sup [ a, 11/" = - - .  
n "'~ O0 r 
Proof of Theorem 1. T 2 >~ TI: Assume that T1 > 1. F rom Theorems B and C, we have 
1 
lim k,(z)= 
S(z)  
holds uniformly on compact  subsets of I z l < 1. Notice that { 1/~,} ¢ RT,; applying Vitali's theorem 
we can conclude that 
lim k.(z) = k(z) 
n --~, O0 
exists for every z ~ RT, and obtain k(z) = 1/S(z), and thus T2 >t T1. 
7"1 ~< l/T3: Since k,(z, w) is the reproducing kernel in ~. ,  we have, m > n, 
qS.(0) = ~ km(z)(o.(z)d#(O), z = e i°. 
From [1, Theorem 20.2], 
1 
lim k . (z )= 
s(z) 
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in L2 (d/t). Then 
1 f]~ eiO. Cn(0) = ~--~ S-l(z)~pn(z)dlt(O), z= 
From Lemma 3, we have 
w*_,(z) 
s - l ( z )=ao+z • ai wi(z) 
i=1  
and 
349 
(1) 
1 
lira la . l l / "=- - .  
n" o~ T2 
From (1) and the orthogonalty of ~b.(z), we obtain 
1 (2~ zw*_ ¢,,(0) = z -  I ~_, ai l(z) ¢,(z)du(0), z = e i°. 
zn Jo ~=. wi(z) 
Notice that zw*_ l(z)/w,(z) is uniformly bounded in [z[ = 1 (there is a r such that ]z,[ ~< r < 1, 
n = 1, 2,...), so 
1 
lim,~sup I ¢.(0) 11/" ~< T22" (2) 
Also from Theorem A, we obtain 
1 . 
then l im._~ I¢*(0)11/" = 1. Together with (2), we get 
1 
lim f~.(0)l 1/~ ~< T--~2" 
n--* OG 
Thus T2 ~< 1/T3. 
T1 ~> l / T3 :  If lim sup.-.oo 14.(0)11/" -- Ta, then, from Theorem D, we have 
lim ¢*(0) 1 
, - - ,~x /1 - j z , [2=S(O)  
and thus 
lim sup I ¢.(0)] :/" = T3. (3) 
n- ' *  ~3 
Also from Theorem D, ¢*(z) (1 - 5.z)/x/1 - [z.] z is bounded in ]z] = 1. Thus, 
¢*(z) (1 - 5.z) x//1 - I z . I  2 
¢*(z) = 
, /1  - I z . I  2 1 -5 .z  
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is bounded as well on I zl = 1. So the sequence { I~b.(z) l} is uniformly bounded on I zl = 1. Then by 
the maximum principle, {lO.(z)/B.(z)[} is uniformly bounded for[z[ > 1. From 
k.(z) = L dpi(O)dpi(z)= 
i=0 
and (3), we have 
lim k.(z) = k(z) 
n---~ oo 
L O,(O)B,(z) (~i(Z------~) 
i=0 Bi(z) 
exists uniformly for z ~ R1/T3. Then TI >~ 1/T3. Now we have proved 
1 
T1 = T2 - 
T3" 
T2 /> T4: Similar to the proof of T2 >t T1. 
T4 >/ l/T3: Assume lim.-~o~ I ~.(0)l x/" -- T 3. From Lemma 2, 
k.(0) (1 - ~.z) ~b*(z) - -  k* (z) 
= 1 - zZ. ~ . (0 ) - -  
O*(O) k.(z) k.(z) " 
(4) 
Notice that k*(z) = B.(z)k.(1/ i)  and lim.~oo k.(z) = l/S(z) in [0(z)[ < 1/T 3 (T1 = T2 = l/T3). Also 
k. (1/~) is bounded in ]z[ > 1 from Theorem B, then 
k*.(z) k.(1/g) 
lim ~.(0) k.(z) - k.(z~ - O, 
n-*  cxD 
z ~ R1/T3. Thus from (4), we get 
lim k.(0) (1 - £.z)O*(z) = 1 
.~  49*(O)k.(z) 
locally uniformly in z ~ R1/T3. From Tx = T2 = 1/T3, Theorems C and D, we obtain 
lim (1 - ~.z)O*(z) _ 1 
. -~  x/1 _ iz.12 S(z) 
locally uniformly in z E R~/T3. Then T4 >~ 1/T3 = T2. Thus T1 = T2 = T4 = 1/T3. [] 
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